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Take a 4" internal gear with a I face
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width, place it in a circular induction coil,
heat for 0.6 seconds-without

preheating,

and what do you get?
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AJW Systems Co. announces that it. is now a
manufacturing: source of spiral gear roughing
and finishing cutters and bodies.

i

We also can manufacture new spiral
cutter bodies in diameters of 5" through 12"
at present.

AJW can also supply roughing and finishing
cutters for most S"-12" diameter bodies.
I

!

Whether it's service or manufacturing, consider us as an alternative source for cutters
and bodies.
You'll be in for a pleasant surprise.

N EWI Illob and S haper Cutter Resharpen ing
is now avail'llble' at AIW Systems C,ompa_ny
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IREVOLUTIONS,
Hammond describe: the transistor as
rugged and able to handle high frequencies. Previously. transistors ill power outpUI circuit device
for high frequencies
weren't :resilient enough. Tiley were usceptible to premature failure=-vespecialIy so in heal treating applications,"
Hammond says.
Wilh an IUBT. Electroheat's system
can create and combine a medium frequency in the range of 10-25 kHz and a high,
frequency in the range of J50-5oo kHz.
According to Hammond. the power
upply unit filters the combined frequencies so the high frequency s feedback
doesn't damage the medium frequency.
"This has always been the obstacle to
overcome," he says.
Transmitting both frequencies at the
same time. Electroheat's ystem heats
tooth lip and root 31 the same lime.
"We don't overheat either area,"
Hammond says. 'This allow us to use vel)'
short heal times with rapid quenching:'
The system's quenching time is 2-5
seconds,
depending
on the gear.
According 10 Hammond some gears cool
by m
quenching because tile hardenjng
process use rapid, hallow heating. which
lessen distortion in gears.
According to Hammond, the system
creates greater tooth bending fatigue
strength than conventional
heat treat
processes, contributing loa longer tooth
life.
The system can be used to. induction
harden spur gears, worm gem, internal
gears and helical gears. Hammond adds
that the system was tested and didn't need
10 preheat 'pur gears, internal gears and
helical gears. Tests will be done on worm
gears, but he says he doesn't expect the
system to need 10. preheat tho e either.
Also, the system can emit a single frequency, either medium or high. So, it can
treat a range of part. configurations and
variations andean be II ed for oilier applications, like tempering afterhardening,
Hammond say' the system :is suited
for in-house and commercial heat treating operations. He adds that the first system was old to. a commercial hear treating company in Europe.

A :uming 'the power supply unit can
generate up to the 450 kW range, the whole
system-the power supply unit, part-handling equipment and quenching/cooling
machine-take
up 140 quare feet
Hammond says the system's drawback
is probably cost. A typical system can cost
$250,000-$650,000,
depending on the
complexity of the part-handling system
and process-monitoringequipment,
Hammond adds: People may think

•
the power supply unit is expensive-if
they think of .it !IS one power supply. If
they think of it a. two, then the unit does-
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